
Defense case #784

Challenger provided two evidences to support his challenge:

Evidence 1 (submitted on 28 May, 2021)

The address showed in the video doesn’t match the submission address, there is one missing
number. The real address is 0xe9cd8427ba55bef4ee8cd22b5f82f88d04f17619, whereas in the
video it is showed 0xe_cd8427ba55bef4ee8cd22b5f82f88d04f17619.

Evidence 2 (3 Jun, 2021)

The address the submitter shows at the beginning of the video (the one written on a paper)
doesn't match neither with the submission address nor the address showed at the end of the
video (the one written on a screen). So, what address should we consider: the first one written on
the paper or the second one showed on the screen? Here the problem is that we don't know if
this is an involuntary error or if it is a sophisticated trick to violate the integrity of the system. In my
opinion, the submission of this profile must be rejected because if we accept these situations, we
are allowing people to submit videos in which they could show more than one address, including
or not the correct one. This undermine the quality of the register and also makes really hard the
work of vouchers, challengers and jurors, who might be confused and could finally accept a bad
submission. Behaviors like this should be avoided and therefore this profile submission should be
declined.

Rebuttal Evidence 1

The challenger is stating that there is a missing number in the address. Probably he did not look at the

whole video because if you check in the second 24 of the video you can clearly see the address that

perfectly matches the profile.

Rebuttal Evidence 2

The challenger is admitting in the first evidence that there is a missing number in the written address,

therefore, it is not an address at all, as it only contains 41 characters (all addresses must contain 42

characters). With that in mind, there is no possible sophisticated trick to violate the integrity of the system.

Decision of admittance of the registrant should only be based on the manifest evidence of wrongdoing or

breaking of rules, and jurors decision would never be based on preemptive measures. Prevention of

possibility of future behaviors as the challenger stated is out of the scope of jurors. Address written on

paper vs address on screen is just missing one character. With all things being equal, the simplest

explanation tends to be the correct one, and in this case the registrant omitted one character as human

error. A whole different case would have been that the paper address is totally different than the screen

one. Last but not least, and as stated in rebuttal evidence 2 section, address can be seen in second 24 of

the video


